Differential effects of left parietal theta-burst stimulation on order and quantity processing.
Numbers can be used to represent different meanings, including order information ('Steve lives at house number 24') and quantity ('Steve is paid 24 pounds'). The few previous neuroimaging studies that investigated order and quantity processing reported conflicting evidence as to whether same or partially overlapping brain systems are engaged in these processes. Such inconsistencies may be related to the use of neuroimaging techniques which do not allow causal inference regarding brain-behaviour relationships. To overcome this problem, the present study employed continuous theta-burst stimulation (TBS) to investigate whether interference to either the left or right parietal regions affected order and quantity in similar or different ways. Results revealed that following TBS to the left intraparietal sulcus, quantity processing was impaired and order facilitated; TBS to the contralateral brain region led to no specific effects in either order or quantity processing. These findings suggest that there are at least partially different neuronal populations involved in order and quantity processing, and that the left parietal cortex is critical for both processes.